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A three-phase magnetizer has been developed, by which non-oriented Fe-Si steel sheets can be characterized under alternating and
rotational flux up to polarisation value Jp » 0.98 Js, where Js is the saturation magnetization. The measurements, performed in the
frequency range 2 Hz 1 kHz, require combination of field-metric and thermo-metric methods, besides fine control of the induction
wave-shape/loci under the required demanding exciting conditions. By exploiting the loss separation property it is observed that under
rotational flux both the hysteresis and excess loss components eventually disappear at saturation and the measured losses become
equal to the calculated classical losses. This could actually be predicted, because of the expected disappearance of the domain walls
under saturating rotational field, but it has never been previously verified by the experiments.
Index Terms—Non-oriented materials, rotational losses, very high inductions, electrical machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

efficiency of the electrical machines has global impact,
because they are responsible for about three quarters of the
worldwide electrical energy consumption. Its improvement
passes through good knowledge of the properties of the
magnetic cores, namely the energy losses. Under standard
operating conditions, the iron core is subjected to complex
regimes, including two-dimensional (2D) fluxes, while being
often driven to very high induction levels, close to magnetic
saturation, typically in the teeth region of the stator core ([1]
[2]). Because of obvious experimental difficulties, little results
have been so far reported for such extreme working
conditions, both under alternating and 2D flux [3] [4][5].
Consequently, machine designers are usually bound to
extrapolate data obtained from measurements at medium
induction levels, while having, at the same time, seldom
access to 2D characterization. But knowledge of the material
response as a function of the magnetizing frequency up to very
high inductions has interest from a fundamental viewpoint,
especially for rotational magnetization and its theoretical
interpretation [6][7]. Quasi-static measurements on Fe-Si,
typically performed with a torque balance, have actually
shown that the parasitic torque (i.e. the energy loss) goes to
zero on approaching the saturation, which is interpreted in
terms of ensuing full disappearance of the domain walls
[8][9]. We could expect that at power frequencies and beyond
the measured loss at saturation would reduce to the classical
loss component, but there are no experiments substantiating
this assumption. Criticism regarding the conventional
formulation of the classical losses has been raised in recent
times [10]. CecchettiAt power We could reasonably expect
HE
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that, It is stealso fundamental , besides these relevant Besides
these important applicative There is further Furthermore, a
wider experimental background would be of interest for the
theoretical interpretation of rotational magnetization process
This is a basic step in order to implement efficient numerical
calculations needed for the design of electromagnetic devices.
To these end, two three-phase magnetizers were developed
in order to explore the alternating and rotational loss
behaviour in 0.35 mm thick non-oriented Fe-Si disk samples
up to high induction (Bp ≃ 2 T) or in a wide frequency range,
by combination of the thermo-metric and the field-metric
methods, the last at lower Bp. In the rotational case, the
condition at which the total loss reduces to the classical
component has been obtained, so pointing out the complete
disappearance of domain walls at high induction, as
theoretically expected. In addition, it has been possible to
perform the experimental analysis of the loss components,
demonstrating the validity of the Loss Separation property
even close to saturation. This approach, providing the values
of the Statistical Theory of Losses (STL) parameters and the
ratios between the rotational and alternating loss components,
is basic to work out an exhaustive interpretation of the
magnetisation process, whatever the flux loci, and to connect
it to the material microstructure.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Disk-shaped specimens (80 mm diameter), laser cut from a
non-oriented Fe-(3.2wt%)Si lamination and annealed at 780°C
for 2 hours in vacuum, have been characterised under
alternating and rotational fluxes. The sample physical
parameters are: electrical conductivity = 2.04 S/m, mass
density = 7650 kg/m3, average grain size ⟨s⟩ = 92 m,
specific heat per unit mass cp = 462 J kg 1K 1 (as obtained
applying the Kopp-Neumann law), saturation polarisation
Js = 2.01 T, and thickness d = 0.356 mm. Two different
digitally controlled Rotational Single Sheet Testers have been
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applied to measure hysteresis loops and losses under the
desired flux locus. The first setup has been devised to reach
frequencies up to about 5 kHz thanks to the optimisation of the
magnetiser shape, obtained minimising the required apparent
power at Bp = 1.5 T and 1 kHz, under rotating regime [7].
The field-metric method was applied in this case. The second
excitation system has been designed by a similar procedure,
but with the purpose to attain Bp = 1.95 T under rotating flux
condition. As the thermometric technique is adopted in this
last case, a vacuum chamber is housed between the specimen
and the magnetiser. The maximal current (80 A) of the
CROWN audio 5000VZ linear amplifiers is necessary to reach
the required applied field. Measurements span the frequency f
and peak induction Bp ranges 2Hz ≤ f ≤ 1kHz and 0.1T ≤ Bp ≤
2T. The fieldmetric and thermometric methods are
respectively exploited to cover the low (0.1T ≤ Bp ≤ 1.7T) and
high (1.6T ≤ Bp ≤ 2 T) flux density range [4], [8].
The behaviour of loss vs. peak induction is displayed in Figs.
1 and 2 for the alternating (W(ALT)) and the rotating (W(ROT))
flux loci, respectively. An almost linear W(ALT) vs. Bp
dependence is apparent at induction higher than 1.7 T,
approximately, whereas one finds the typical maximum of
W(ROT) around Bp ≃ 1.5 T, followed by a pronounced drop, as
saturation is approached.
III. DISCUSSION

A. Behaviour of loss at high polarizations
In the following we will report the physical quantities as
function of the relative peak polarisation Jp /Js, that is the
significant parameter when considering the magnetisation
process. It is underlined that an appreciable difference can
exist between B and J = B
oH approaching saturation. The
capability of the experimental setup to achieve polarization
values very close to saturation, allowed us to display the
behaviour of the rotational loss at high induction, an
experimental condition scarcely investigated in the literature.
Fig. 3 shows in particular the behaviour of the measured
rotational loss W(ROT) vs. the relative peak polarisation at given
values of the frequency. In the same Fig. 3 is also reported the
computed classical loss component obtained under circular
induction and peak induction Bp at frequency f :
(ROT)
(ALT)
Wclass
= 2 ⋅Wclass
= π 2 / 3σ d 2 Bp2 f

(J/m3).
(1)

Here, Eq. (1) is valid under uniform flux distribution, i.e.
negligible skin effect. Following the procedure outlined in
[10] it was possible to envisage the presence of the skin-effect
beyond f = 300 Hz at high induction, a phenomenon that can
be neglected in the present discussion, being the frequency
limited to 200 Hz at such high inductions. It is remarkable the
drop of W(ROT) (solid lines) up to the classical component at
Jp ≃ 1.96 T ≃ 0.98 Js (corresponding to the induction upper
limit Bp ≃ 2 T, shown in Figs. 1 and 2) because the
disappearance of the domain walls under high fields.

This fact calls for the investigation of the behaviour of
alternating and rotational loss vs. f and Jp, which can be
discussed under the conceptual framework of the Loss
Separation property, made general and applied to circular and
alternating induction as well:

W = Whyst + Wclass + Wexc ,

(2)

being Whyst and Wexc the hysteresis and excess components [6].
To obtain the loss separation, component Whyst could be
retrieved, in principle, for a given flux loci (alternating or
rotational) and peak induction, by extrapolation of Eq. (2) at
f = 0. In addition, excess component could be obtained from
(2) as Wexc = W − Whyst − Wclass . Nevertheless, the STL [6]
applied to a generic elliptical flux locus provides the following
expression for the excess component:
Wexc ≅ g ⋅ 8.76 ⋅ σ GSV0 J p3 ⋅ f ,

(3)

where G ≃ 0.1356, S = 14.03 mm2 is the measuring cross
sectional area, V0 a statistical parameter associated to the
pinning field strength distribution, and g a factor depending on
the flux locus shape (g = 1 and g » 1.8 for the alternating and
the rotational case, respectively) [6]. In this way, from (2) we
obtain:
W − Wclass = Whyst + g ⋅ 8.76 ⋅ σ GSVo J p3 ⋅ f .

(4)

For a given value of the peak induction, Eq. (4) becomes a
two-parameters expression, namely Whyst and V0, whose values
can be obtained through the best fit of the experimental
alternating and rotational loss vs. f curves.
In Fig. 4 is reported an example of the loss separation obtained
at 50 Hz, under circular induction. It is remarkable the above
mentioned reduction of W(ROT) (solid line) to the classical
component (dashed line, Eq. (2)) at Jp ≃ 1.96 T ≃ 0.98 Js , and
the corresponding vanishing of Whyst(ROT) and Wexc(ROT).
B. Rotational vs. alternating loss
The phenomenological approach to the problem of loss
under 2D fluxes is usually formulated in terms of the
relationship existing between 2D and 1D behaviours,
embodied in the ratios Rhyst(Jp) = Whyst(ROT)/Whyst(ALT) and
Rexc(Jp) = Wexc(ROT)/Wexc(ALT), both depending on the peak
induction. In addition. from Eq. (1) is found
Relass = Wclass(ROT)/Wclass(ALT) = 2.
We therefore formulate the following phenomenological
expression for the energy loss under rotating induction:
(ALT)
W ROT ( J p , f ) = Rhyst ( J p ) ⋅Whyst
( Jp )
(ALT)
+2 ⋅Wclass
( Jp, f ) + Rexc ( Jp ) ⋅Wexc(ALT) ( Jp, f ) .

(5)

Fig. 5a reports the evolution vs. Jp of the hysteresis energy
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loss Whyst(ALT) and Whyst(ROT) obtained under alternating and
rotating induction. In the same Fig. 5a is reported the ensuing
ratio Rhyst.
The ratio of the excess loss component Rexc (Jp) is
theoretically obtained from Eq. (3):

( )

Rexc J p @ 1.8 × V0( ROT ) / V0( ALT) .

(6)

Fig. 5b reports the behaviour of the STL parameters V0(ALT),
V0(ROT), and the theoretical ratio Rexc obtained through Eq. (6).
In Fig. 6 we could eventually compare the theoretical excess
ratio obtained from Eq. (6) to the corresponding measured
ratio between the rotating and the alternating excess loss
components vs. the reduced polarization, for different values
of the frequency ranging from 20 Hz to 350 Hz. This
comparison shows that the ratio Rexc is almost independent on
frequency because the simultaneous dependence of Wexc(ALT)
and Wexc(ROT) on the square root of frequency, in agreement
with the theoretical prediction given by STL (Eq. (6)).
In principle, if some degree of uncertainty can be accepted,
one could retrieve, for each Jp, the whole behaviour of W vs. f
performing only two loss measurements at two frequencies,
being only two parameters (Whyst and V0) needed (see Eq. (4)),
so allowing loss prediction on a wide range of frequencies and
inductions starting from minimal experimental set.
C. Magnetization process and microstructure
As a final point we want to envisage possible connections
between magnetisation process and material microstructure, in
the framework of STL, where only domain wall displacements
are considered. In this model, magnetisation reversal is
supposed to be driven by regions called Magnetic Objects
(MOs), each accounting for the role played by a group of
strongly interacting domain walls; in other words, one can
think of a MO as a region with a rather homogeneous coercive
field. As discussed in detail in [9], if assuming a box
distribution of hysteresis fields H, of width 2⟨Hhyst⟩, one can
work out an expression for the total number of MOs available
for the reversal: N0 ≃ 2⟨Hhyst ⟩/V0 . Taking, as a first guess,
<Hhyst> ≃ Whyst / (4Jp), and considering square MOs with
average size MO one gets the formula

λMO ( J p ) = S / N 0 ≈ 2SV0 J p / Whyst (J p )

(7)

IV. CONCLUSION
Thanks to expressly designed three-phase excitation
systems, a complete magnetic characterisation of the loss
behaviour in conventional non-oriented Fe-(3.2wt%)Si disk
shaped steel laminations has been performed up to inductions
very close to saturation, in a wide range of frequency both
under alternating an rotational polarisation. This experimental
background is basic for modelling and prediction of the
material behaviour in condition often encountered in the
rotating machine cores. The whole phenomenology has been
interpreted in the framework of the Statistical Loss Theory.
Particularly, it must be pointed out the ability of the equipment
to reach, for the first time, the ”classical limit”, where the total
rotational loss equals its classical component.
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Figure aggiuntive
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